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Rocket landing occurs in a complex and uncertain environment: system states and atmospheric
models may often be off nominal when starting the powered landing phase of a flight. Embedded
computational power being limited, fast response to revision in initial conditions and model
parameters is sought for.

Acceptable

Typical question: How to provide a landing trajectory in-flight when the rocket have 40 kg of fuel
less than expected and stronger winds?
Generating an optimal trajectory is feasible offline, but very few methods exist nor are fully
proven for online use [1].
It is possible to supervise a controller (e.g. any non-proven controller) by simpler proven
controllers [2]. The more diverse the simple controllers, the less conservative the approach.
Our work focuses on designing those proven controllers. So far, one generic trajectory-librarybased controller and one purely model-based controller have been designed.
These are presented below.
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Trajectory generation via NLP Sensitivity
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Vertical optimal-fuel landing with atmosphere
Here, guidance builds upon the optimal thrust structure of the pure vertical flight.

Online guidance by 1st-order extrapolation from a library of offline-generated trajectories (implicit final-time).
Optimal Control Problem: small corrections to known references (
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prepared offline).

Optimal Control Problem: minimum fuel vertical landing in free final-time.
Small parametric changes

Perturbation Methods for Nonlinear Programming:

described by a vector variable .
Theorem [3]: The optimal thrust program is min-max (one arc may be absent).
Safe set : Vertical flight envelop

Prepared Offline

using backward flows.

Horizontal speed initial error:

Altitude

Application: Estimation of the feasible area around
one reference trajectory. In green, the first-order corrections
that yield a perfect landing, for 10201 initial conditions
in horizontal position and speed (
of reference values).

Horizontal gap initial error:

Future challenge: Exploiting symmetries to generate a library with few

Horizontal gap
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Safe set: Vertical flight envelop
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Sensitivity to parameter estimation errors:
Specific Impulse (
) and Initial Mass (
).
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